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WHY BAPRO?
MACHINES

!
INNOVATION
The only BAPRO
company have innovation
system double work.
FIRST (mixing the dry
material with water and
pumping) and SECOND
(only pumping the
finished wet material).
This is new technology
and new quality. If you
looking for plastering
machine our proposal is
the best for you. So, you
should contact with us.

These are our arguments for
you, why you should buy only
BAPRO machines.
A frequent problem before buying a machine is a choice.
On the market there are many different machines.
Therefore, you should do a comparison of a number of
factors, and then find the answer to the question posed
earlier. We have some advice, here they are.

Price. This is the first criterion that is usually taken
into account. Nothing could be further from the truth. It
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FIVE YEARS
WARRANTY

is worth checking whether the price relates to the
quality and covers all elements, such as equipment
and technical package - service. This is an important
point but not the most important.

We are confident quality,
so as the only BAPRO
company offer an
impressive 5 year warranty
for trouble-free operation.

!
!
HIGH QUALITY and
THE BEST STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

!
We have a few reasons
why you should buy our
product. For many years
we doing analyzing, this
type of machine we
collected information from
the user as it look reliable
machine. All comments
has been examined by us
resulting in today's our
product. Here are a
number of details
(technologies) that
distinguish our machine,
placing it as the market
leader at the same time
guaranteeing a long time
reliability and flexibility
efficient operation.

Application. It is worth before buying ask yourself,
what machine you are looking for and for what work?
Check its technical capabilities.
Equipment. You should
make sure that you are
buying a complete machine
and equipped with the
necessary instrumentation.
Only high-quality
components guarantee a
safe and smooth operation.
No many important
additions makes the
machine incomplete, thus exposing the buyer to
further unforeseen costs.
Operating costs: This is a point, that is often
forgotten when choosing a machine, but you should
remembering.
Our advantages

‣ 5 year warranty !!
‣ constant access this spare parts
‣ professional service
‣ full standard equipment machine
‣ reputable components
‣ low operating costs
We Believe That the evaluation criteria Indicate That
BAPRO deserve for your interest.
So, ask us about the details of the offer.
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High-performance compressor
type HANDY K2 gives
optimum spray material. Is
maintenance-free and does
not contain oil. Water block
made of stainless steel. Dual
water filtration system through
the use of filters, cleaning protects
the all components.
Water pump type 50M ensures
the continuity of work to
stabilize the water pressure and
provide the best consistency of
the mortar.
The best industrial automation system
includes LEDs, enhanced aesthetics
contactors and provides trouble-free
control of the whole machine (high
standard of work).
Very good equipment and high
quality (aesthetics) provides safety and
convenience continuous work. Examples
include material hose in a triple braid (white
color) hydraulic encased safe and permanent
type camlock connector "male" and "female").
Connector "male" also is rotatable so that the
plasterer at any time to quickly set proper
spray angle. We have also useful material spray
gun 100cm in length with head angle and
providing a conical nozzle greater freedom to
spray the upper stretches of the walls. It is only
a few examples standard equipment BAPRO
machines!

We use only special
reinforced gearmotor power
5,5 kW and 0,55 kW with
safety sensor security. We use
yet special reinforced shaft,
special gears and reinforced
bearings), increased
rotational speed of 416 rpm
for 5,5 kW because gives a
rapid process of spraying.
Gearmotor 0,55 kW =29 rpm.

Multi Elemental construction is reinforced structure gives good possibilities transport of maneuver
in the plumb or level. Transport is easy because all handles are reinforced and ergonomically placed to provide convenience when
transporting the machine. We offer system of four wheels rotatable about 360 degrees to facilitate the movement. Overall

dimensions of the machine includes the

parameter standard euro-pallets 120x80cm. Total weight is only 260kg.
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Contact :
• PL 46-020 Krzanowice k / Opole
Kwiatowa 18 Street - Poland
• tel: +48 77 45 66 447
• tel: +48 606 91 40 40
• e-mail: info@bapro.com.pl
website : www.baproglobal.com
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